Abstract. Let H and K be (finite or infinite dimensional) complex Hilbert spaces. A characterization of positive completely bounded normal linear maps from B(H) into B(K) is given, which particularly gives a characterization of positive elementary operators including all positive linear maps between matrix algebras. This characterization is then applied give a representation of quantum channels (operations) between infinite-dimensional systems. A necessary and sufficient criterion of separability is give which shows that a state ρ on H ⊗ K is separable if and only if (Φ ⊗ I)ρ ≥ 0 for all positive finite rank elementary operators Φ. Examples of NCP and indecomposable positive linear maps are given and are used to recognize some entangled states that cannot be recognized by the PPT criterion and the realignment criterion.
Introduction
Positive linear maps and completely positive linear maps are found to be very important in quantum mechanics, quantum computation and quantum information. In fact they can be used to recognize entangled states, and every quantum channel is represented as a trace preserving completely positive linear map.
In quantum mechanics, a quantum system is associated with a separable complex Hilbert space H, i.e., the state space. A quantum state is described as a density operator ρ ∈ T (H) ⊆ B(H) which is positive and has trace 1, where B(H) and T (H) denote the von Neumann algebras of all bounded linear operators and the trace-class of all operators T with T 1 = Tr((T † T ) 1 2 ) < ∞, respectively. ρ is a pure state if ρ 2 = ρ; ρ is a mixed state if ρ 2 = ρ. The state space H of a composite quantum system is the tensor product of the state spaces of the component quantum systems H i , that is H = H 1 ⊗ H 2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ H k . In this paper we are mainly interested in bipartite systems, that is, the case k = 2. Let H and K be finite dimensional and let ρ be a state acting on H ⊗ K. ρ is said to be separable if ρ can be written as
where ρ i and σ i are states on H and K respectively, and p i are positive numbers with k i=1 p i = 1. Otherwise, ρ is said to be inseparable or entangled (ref. [1, 2] ). For the case that at least one of H and K is of infinite dimension, by Werner [3] , a state ρ acting on H ⊗ K is called separable if it can be approximated in the trace norm by the states of the form
where ρ i and σ i are states on H and K respectively, and p i are positive numbers with n i=1 p i = 1. Otherwise, ρ is called an entangled state.
The quantum entangled states have been used as basic resources in quantum information processing and communication (see [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ). Generally, to decide whether or not a state of composite quantum systems is entangled is one of the most challenging task of this field [2] . For the case of 2 × 2 or 2 × 3 systems, that is, for the case dim H = dim K = 2 or dim H = 2, dim K = 3, a state is separable if and only if it is a PPT (Positive Partial Transpose) state [9, 10] . But PPT is only a necessary condition for a state to be separable acting on Hilbert space of higher dimensions. There are PPT states that are entangled. It is known that PPT entangled states belong to the class of bound entangled states [11] . In [12] , the realignment criterion for separability in finite dimensional systems was found. It is independent of the PPT criterion and can detect some bound entangled states that cannot be recognized by the PPT criterion. There are several other sufficient criteria for entanglement such as the reduction criteria [13, 14, 15] .
A most general approach to study the entanglement of quantum states in finite dimensional systems is based on the notion of entanglement witnesses (see [9] ). A Hermitian operator W acting on H ⊗ K is said to be an entanglement witness (briefly, EW), if W is not positive and Tr(W σ) ≥ 0 holds for all separable states σ. Thus, ρ is entangled if and only if there exists an EW W such that Tr(W ρ) < 0 [9] . This entanglement witness criterion is also valid for infinite dimensional systems. Clearly, constructing entanglement witnesses is a hard task. A recent result in [16] states that every entangled state in a bipartite (finite or infinite dimensional) system can be detected by a witness of the form cI − F , where c is a nonnegative number and F is a finite rank self-adjoint operator.
Another general approach to detect entanglement is based on positive maps. It is obvious that if ρ is a state on H ⊗ K, then for every completely positive (briefly, CP) linear map Φ : B(H) → B(K), the operator (Φ ⊗ I)ρ ∈ B(K ⊗ K) is always positive; if ρ is separable, then for every positive linear map Φ : B(H) → B(K), the operator (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is always positive on K ⊗ K (or, for every positive linear map Φ : B(K) → B(H), the operator (I ⊗ Φ)ρ is always positive on H ⊗ H). The converse of the last statement is also true. In [9] , it was shown that Horodeckis' Theorem. [9, Theorem 2] Let H, K be finite dimensional complex Hilbert spaces and ρ be a state acting on H ⊗ K. Then ρ is separable if and only if for any positive linear map Φ : B(H) → B(K), the operator (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is positive on K ⊗ K.
The positive map criterion and the witness criterion for entanglement are two of few known necessary and sufficient criteria. These two criteria are closely connected by the so-called the Jamio lkowski-Choi isomorphism [9, 17, 18, 19] . Recall that a positive map is said to be decomposable if and only if it is the sum of a CP map and a map which is the transpose of some CP map. It is obvious that a decomposable positive map can not detect any PPT entangled states [20] .
Let us consider the case that at least one of H and K is of infinite dimension. As every positive linear map η between von Neumann algebras is bounded and η = η(I) (see [21, Exercise 10.5 .10]), ρ is separable on H ⊗ K still implies that, for any completely bounded positive linear map Φ : B(H) → B(K), the operator (Φ⊗I)ρ is positive on K⊗K. The infinitedimensional version of Horodeckis' Theorem above was obtained by Størmer [22] . Recall that a positive linear map Φ : B(H) → B(K) is said to be normal if it is weakly continuous on bounded sets, or equivalently, if it is ultra-weakly continuous (i.e., if {A α } is a bounded net and there is A ∈ B(H) such that x|A α |y converges to y|A|x for any |x ∈ H, |y ∈ K, then x|Φ(A α )|y converges to y|Φ(A)|x for any |x ∈ H, |y ∈ K. ref. [23, pp.59 
]).
Størmer's Theorem. [22] Let H, K be Hilbert spaces, ρ be a state acting on H ⊗ K. Then ρ is separable if and only if for any normal positive linear map Φ : B(H) → B(K), the operator (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is positive on K ⊗ K.
Thus, for a state ρ on H ⊗ K, if there exists a normal positive map Φ : B(H) → B(K) such that (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is not positive or unbounded, then ρ is entangled. In this situation, Φ can never be completely positive. Therefore, to detect the inseparability of states, the key is to find the normal positive linear maps that are not completely positive. In the case that dim H = dim K = n, the transpose A → A T and the map A → Tr(A)I − A are well known positive maps that are not completely positive.
Positive linear maps have attracted much attention of physicists working in quantum information science in recent decades because of Horodeckis' positive map criterion. Great efforts have be payed to find as many as possible positive maps that are not CP, and then use them to detect some entangled states [15, 24, 25, 26] , for finite dimensional systems. Positive linear maps and completely positive linear maps are also important mathematical topics studied intensively in a general setting of C * -algebras by mathematicians. The completely positive linear maps can be understood quite well. However, the structure of positive linear maps is drastically nontrivial even for the finite dimensional case ( [27] - [32] ).
Note that every linear map Φ from B(H) into B(K) is an elementary operator if both H and K are finite dimensional, that is, there exist operators A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k ∈ B(H, K) and
So, it is also basic important and interesting to find as many as possible characterizations of positive elementary operators and characterizations of completely positive elementary operators, and then, to apply them to get some criteria for the entanglement of states.
A characterization of positive elementary operators was obtained in [31] in terms of contractively locally linear combinations. This is the only known necessary and sufficient condition for an elementary operator to be positive. The purpose of this paper is to give a characterization of positive completely bounded normal maps between B(H) and B(K), which including all positive elementary operators. Consequently, we obtain concrete representations of the completely bounded linear maps, positive completely bounded linear maps and completely positive linear maps between the trace-classes T (H) and T (K), which allow us to obtain a representation of quantum operations channels (operations) for infinite-dimensional systems. Apply our characterization of positive maps that are not CP, a necessary and a sufficient criterion, that is, the elementary operator criterion of separability is proved. Finally, some positive elementary operators are constructed so that they are not completely positive, even indecomposable, and then used to recognize some entangled quantum states that cannot be detected by the PPT criterion and the realignment criterion.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is of mathematics. We show that the set of completely bounded normal linear maps coincides with the set of generalized elementary operators in the setting of separable Hilbert spaces, and give a characterization of positive (completely positive) generalized elementary operators (Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.5), which improve the main results in [31] . Several simple necessary or sufficient conditions to sure that a positive map is not completely positive are also provided. We also show that the noncomplete positivity of a positive elementary operator is essentially determined by its behavior on finite-dimensional subspaces. In Section 3, applying the results in Section 2, some necessary and sufficient conditions for a completely bounded linear map on the trace-class T (H) to be positive, or to be completely positive are given (see Theorem 3.2). As a corollary, we get a representation of quantum channels (operations) for infinite dimensional systems (Corollary 3.3), which is similar to that for finite dimensional systems. The purpose of Section 4 is to apply the results in Section 2 to get some criteria of entangled quantum states both for finite-dimensional case and infinite-dimensional case and deduce the main result of this paper, i.e., the elementary operator criterion, valid for both finite dimensional systems and infinite dimensional cases. We show that the following statements are equivalent: (1) ρ is separable; 
, where all C i s and D j s are of finite rank and {D 1 , . . . , D l } is a contractive locally linear combination of {C 1 , . . . , C k }, such that the operator (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is not positive. This criterion improves the Stømer' theorem greatly and is more practical. Section 5 is devoted to illustrating how to apply the results in Sections 2 and 4 to construct positive elementary operators that are not completely positive and even indecomposable (see propositions 5.1-5.2). These maps then are used to distinguish some entangled states that cannot be recognized by PPT criterion as well as the realignment criterion. In Section 6, we give a short conclusion.
Throughout this paper, H and K are separable complex Hilbert spaces that may be of infinite dimension if no specific assumption is made, and ·|· stands for the inner product in both of them. B(H, K) (B(H) when K = H) is the Banach space of all (bounded linear) operators from H into K. A ∈ B(H) is self-adjoint if A = A † (A † stands for the adjoint operator of A); and A is positive, denoted by A ≥ 0, if A is self-adjoint with spectrum falling in the interval [0, ∞) (or equivalently, ψ|Aψ ≥ 0 for all |ψ ∈ H). For any positive integer n, H (n) denotes the direct sum of n copies of H. It is clear that every operator A ∈ B(H (n) , K (m) ) can be written in an n × m operator matrix A = (A ij ) i,j with A ij ∈ B(H, K), i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Equivalently, B(H (n) , K (m) ) is often written as B(H, K) ⊗ M m×n (C). We will write A T = (A ij ) T for the formal transpose matrix (A ji ) i,j of A, A t = (A t ji ) i,j for the usual transpose of A, and denote by A (n) the operator matrix (A ij ) ∈ B(H (n) , K (n) ) with A ii = A and A ij = 0 if i = j. If Φ is a linear map from B(H) into B(K), we can define a linear map Φ n : B(H (n) ) → B(K (n) ) by Φ n ((A ij )) = (Φ(A ij )). Recall that Φ is said to be positive (resp. hermitian-preserving) if A ∈ B(H) is positive (resp. self-adjoint) implies that Φ(A) is positive (resp. self-adjoint). If Φ n is positive we say Φ is n-positive; if Φ n is positive for every integer n > 0, we say that Φ is completely positive. Obviously, Φ is completely positive ⇒ Φ is positive ⇒ Φ is hermitian-preserving. Φ is said to be completely bounded if φ cb = sup n Φ n < ∞. Φ : B(H) → B(K) is called an elementary operator if there are two finite sequences 
Obviously, the generalized elementary operators are completely bounded and normal.
Characterizing positive completely bounded normal maps
In this section we give a characterization of positive completely bounded normal linear maps from B(H) into B(K). To do this, we need a lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let H, K be separable complex Hilbert spaces and Φ : B(H) → B(K) be a linear map. Then Φ is normal and completely bounded if and only if Φ is a generalized elementary operator.
Proof. We need only check the "only if" part. Assume that the linear map Φ : B(H) → B(K) is completely bounded and normal. It follows that, Φ = Φ 1 − Φ 2 + i(Φ 3 − Φ 4 ) with Φ i normal and completely positive by Wittstock's decomposition theorem (ref. [32] ). As H and K are separable, by Stinespring's Theorem (ref. [32, 33] ) and the structural theorem of normal * -homomorphisms of B(H) (ref. [23, pp.61 
is the direct sum of J k -copies of H (resp. of X). Therefore, there are sequences of operators
for every X ∈ B(H). Now it is clear that 
(ii) Φ is completely positive if and only if there exists a sequence
for every X ∈ B(H).
If both H and K are finite-dimensional, Theorem 2.1(i) and (ii) were established by DePillis [30] and Choi [27] , respectively. For the elementary operator case, see [34] and [35] .
For a sequence A = (
we will denote by A T the formal transpose of A and A † the usual adjoint operator of A, that is
We will also denote by B 1 (H, K) the closed unit ball of B(H, K). The next lemma is the key lemma which is a generalization of [31, Lemma 2.2], where more conditions
Then the following statements are equivalent:
Proof. (iii)⇒(ii). Assume (iii). For any unit vector |ψ ∈ H, denote P = |ψ ψ| and the contractive matrix Ω(|ψ ) = Ω = (ω ij ). As
2 < ∞, we see that ∆ is normal. The condition (ii) implies that ∆(P ) is positive for every finite rank positive operator P . For any positive operator X ∈ B(H), by spectral theorem, there exists a net P λ of finite-rank positive operators such that P λ ≤ X and wk− lim λ P λ = X. Hence ∆(X) = wk− lim λ ∆(P λ ) is positive and (i) is true.
The next Lemma is a generalization of the main result [31, Theorem 2.4]. Lemma 2.4. Let H, K be complex Hilbert spaces and
for every X ∈ B(H). Then (i) Φ is positive if and only if there exists a map Ω :
(ii) Φ is completely positive if and only if there exists a contractive matrix Ω = (ω ji ) j,i ∈ B(l 2 ) such that
and in turn, if and only if there exists a sequence
holds for all X ∈ B(H).
Here A = (A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n , . . .) and C = (C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n , . . .). Proof. By Lemma 2.3, [31, Theorem 2.4] and its proof, we know that the lemma holds except the conclusion that Φ is completely positive if and only if there exists a sequence
for every X ∈ B(H). 
for every |ψ ∈ H, such that
holds for every X ∈ B(H).
(2) Φ is completely positive if and only if there exists a sequence
What does Theorem 2.5 mean? To understand Theorem 2.5 better, let us recall some notions from [31] . Let l, k ∈ N (the set of all natural numbers), and let A 1 , · · · , A k , and C 1 , · · · , C l ∈ B(H, K). If, for each |ψ ∈ H, there exists an l × k complex matrix (α ij (|ψ )) (depending on |ψ ) such that
is called a local coefficient matrix at |ψ . Furthermore, if a local coefficient matrix (α ij (|ψ )) can be chosen for every |ψ ∈ H (n) so that the operator norm (α ij (|ψ )) ≤ 1, we say that
These notions can be generalized to the case that there are infinite many A k s or C k s. For instance, if, for every |ψ ∈ H, there are scalars α k (|ψ ) such that C|ψ = 
is an contractive locally linear combination of (C 1 , · · · , C k ) and
Furthermore, Φ in Eq.(2.1) is completely positive if and only if (D 1 , · · · , D l ) is a linear combination of (C 1 , · · · , C k ) with a contractive coefficient matrix, and in turn, if and only if there exist E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E r with r ≤ k such that
Since every linear map between matrix algebras is an elementary operator, by Corollary 2.6 we get a characterization of positive maps that is not CP for finite dimensional case.
Corollary 2.7. Let H and K be finite dimensional complex Hilbert spaces and let Φ : B(H) → B(K) be a linear map. Then Φ is positive but not completely positive if and only if there exist
for all X ∈ B(H), and {D j } l j=1 is a contractive locally linear combination but not a contractive linear combination of {C i } k i=1 . It is interesting to observe from the discussion above that, for elementary operators, the question when positivity ensures complete positivity may be reduced to the question when contractive locally linear combination implies linear combination. This connection allows us to look more deeply into the relationship and the difference between positivity and complete positivity, and obtain some simple criteria to check whether a positive elementary operator is completely positive or not. This is important especially when we construct positive maps and apply them to recognize entanglement. If L ⊂ B(H, K), we will denote by L F the subset of all finite-rank operators in L. The Corollaries 2.8 and 2.9 below can be found in [31] . We list them here for completeness and for reader's convenience.
Corollary 2.8.
is a positive elementary operator. If any one of the following conditions holds, then Φ is completely positive: 
] is not positive. Corollary 2.10.
, then Φ is not completely positive. The following result reveals that the non-complete positivity of a positive elementary operator is essentially determined by its behavior on finite-dimensional subspaces. So, to construct a NCP positive elementary operator, it is enough to consider the question in finite-dimensional cases.
Theorem 2.11. Assume that Φ : B(H) → B(K) is a positive elementary operator. Then Φ is NCP if and only if there exist finite-rank projections P and Q acting on H and K, respectively, such that the positive elementary operator ∆ : B(P H) → B(QK) defined by ∆(X) = QΦ(P XP )Q| QK is non-completely positive. In addition, P and Q may be taken so that
Proof.
Clearly, if Φ : B(H) → B(K) is a positive linear map and P ∈ B(H), Q ∈ B(K) are projections, then ∆ : B(P H) → B(QK) defined by ∆(X) = QΦ(P XP )Q is positive and ∆ is NCP implies that Φ is NCP.
Assume that Φ is a positive elementary operator, writing Φ =
with {A 1 , . . . , A k , B 1 , . . . , B l } linearly independent. By Corollary 2.9 (ii)-(iii), if Φ is NCP, then the linear subspace spanned by {A i } k i=1 has many finite rank operators and there exists C j ∈ [A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k ] and finite rank operators F j ∈ [A 1 , . . . , A k ] such that B j = C j + F j . Let P 0 be the projection with range the finite dimensional linear subspace spanned by all the ranges of {E † : E ∈ [A 1 , . . . , A k ] F } and the ranges of {F † j } l j=1 ; and Q 0 the projection with range the finite dimensional linear subspace spanned by all the ranges of {E : E ∈ [A 1 , . . . , A k ] F } and the ranges of {F j } l j=1 . It is easily checked that there exist some finite rank projections P ≥ P 0 and Q ≥ Q 0 such that QB j P ∈ [QA 1 P, . . . , QA k P ] since B j ∈ [A 1 , . . . , A k ]. Pick such P and Q. Let S i = QA i | P H , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and T j = QB j | P H , j = 1, 2, . . . , l. Let ∆ : B(P H) → B(QK) be the map defined by ∆(X) =
Then ∆ is positive. By the choice of P and Q, T j is not in [S 1 , . . . , S k ] for some j. Hence, ∆ is not completely positive by Corollary 2.9. Since [(I − Q)A 1 (I − P ), . . . , (I − Q)A k (I − P )] F = {0}, by Corollary, ∆ ′ is completely positive.
To conclude this section, we give a simple example illustrating that how to use the results in this section to judge whether or not a map is positive, completely positive.
Example 2.12. Assume that dim H = n and {|i } n i=1 is an orthonormal basis. Denote E ij = |i j|. For a given positive number t, let ∆ t : B(H) → B(H) be a linear map defined by
for any X ∈ B(H). Then ∆ t is positive if and only if it is completely positive, and in turn, if and only if t ≥ n.
In fact, let
Then the sum of the square of the coefficients
, and hence ∆ t is completely positive if and only if t ≥ n by Corollary 2.6. If t < n, then it is obvious that I is not a contractive locally linear combination of A 1 , · · · , A n , and hence ∆ t is not positive.
Characterizing quantum channels for infinite dimensional systems
It is known that, for finite-dimensional quantum systems, a quantum channel (operation) E is a trace-preserving (trace-nonincreasing) completely positive linear map between associated matrix algebras. Thus, by a result due to Choi [27] , E is an elementary operator of the form
. Using the discussion in Section 2, one can characterize the completely bounded linear maps, positive completely bounded linear maps and completely positive linear maps between the trace-classes. This allow us to obtain a similar representation of quantum operations for infinite-dimensional systems. Firstly we recall some notions. For A ∈ B(H), denote |A| = (A † A) 
T (H).
Proof. If ∆ has the form stated in the theorem, it is obvious that, for any X ∈ B(K), 
(ii) ∆ is completely positive if and only if there exists operator sequences
Corollary 3.3. Every quantum channel (operation) E between two infinite-dimensional systems respectively associated with Hilbert spaces H and K has the form
where
Elementary operator criterion of separability
Using the characterization of positive maps that are NCP in Section 2, we can get some criteria of entanglement of quantum states based on the positive map criterion. These will help us to deduce a necessary and sufficient criterion of separability of states.
The following necessary and sufficient condition for a state on finite dimensional spaces to be entangled is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.7 and Horodeckis' Theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let H and K be finite dimensional complex Hilbert spaces and ρ be a state acting on H ⊗ K. Then ρ is an entangled state if and only if there exists a linear map of the form
locally linear combination of {C 1 , . . . , C k }, such that the operator (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is not positive.
We will show below that this result is also true for infinite dimensional case. Before doing this, we write directly from Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 two sufficient criteria of entanglement of states for infinite dimensional systems. Proposition 4.2. Let H, K be complex Hilbert spaces and ρ be a state on H ⊗ K. Then ρ is entangled if there exists an elementary operator of the form where {D 1 , . . . , D l } is a contractive locally linear combination but not a contractive linear combination of {C 1 , . . . , C k }, such that the operator (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is not positive.
More generally, we have Proposition 4.3. Let H, K be complex Hilbert spaces and ρ be a state on H ⊗ K. Then ρ is an entangled state if there exists a generalized elementary operator Φ defined by
for every X ∈ B(H), where i A i A † i < ∞ and j C j C † j < ∞, {C j } j is a generalized contractive locally linear combination but not a generalized contractive linear combination of {A i } i , such that (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is not positive. Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 only provide sufficient conditions for a state to be entangled and are not easily applied practically. In fact, these conditions are also necessary, and thus we obtain a necessary and sufficient criterion for entanglement which we will call the elementary operator criterion. Much better can be reached. Note that an elementary operator Φ is of finite rank if and only if there exist finite rank operators [37] . We will prove that every entangled state can be detected by a positive elementary operator of finite rank.
Theorem
, where all C i s and D j s are of finite rank and {D 1 , . . . , D l } is a contractive locally linear combination of {C 1 , . . . , C k }, such that the operator (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is not positive.
Proof. The "only if" part follows from Proposition 4.2. For "if" part, assume that the state ρ is inseparable. Take any orthonormal bases {|i } and {|j } of H and K, respectively. For any positive integers s ≤ dim H and t ≤ dim K, denote P st = P s ⊗ Q t , where P s and Q t are finite rank projections onto the subspaces H s and K t spanned by {|i } s i=0 and {|j } t j=0 , respectively. Since ρ is entangled, by [38, Theorem 2] , there exists (s, t) such that ρ st = Tr(P st ρP st ) −1 P st ρP st is entangled. Regarding ρ st as a state on H s ⊗ K t . As dim(H s ⊗ K t ) < ∞, by Theorem 4.1, there exists a positive map ∆ :
j with {B 1 , . . . , B l } a contractive locally linear combination but not a contractive linear combination of {A 1 , . . . , A k }, such that the operator (∆ ⊗ Q t )ρ st is not positive on
Represent ρ as an operator matrix ρ = (η ij ) i,j according to the bases {|i } s i=0 and {|j } t j=0 , where η ij ∈ B(H). Obviously,
Thus we have
It follows that (Φ ⊗ I)ρ is not positive since it has a non positive t × t submatrix (4.1). The proof is completed.
To sum up, we have proved the following criterion of separability, which is valid for both finite and infinite dimensional systems, improves Stømer's theorem [22] and is easier to practise by our characterization of positive elementary operators.
Theorem 4.5. (Elementary operator criterion) Let H, K be complex Hilbert spaces and ρ be a state acting on H ⊗ K. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) ρ is separable; 
Examples of NCP positive maps and entangled states
It follows from Theorem 4.4, 4.5 and Theorem 2.11, for both finite and infinite dimensional systems, it is very important to construct NCP positive linear maps between matrix algebras since the non-complete positivity of a positive elementary operator is essentially determined by its behavior on finite-dimensional subspaces. In this section we give some concrete examples of NCP positive linear maps between matrix algebras by applying the results in Section 2, and, according to the elementary operator criterion, some of them are used to recognize entangled states that cannot be recognized by the PPT criterion and the realignment criterion.
Let H be a complex Hilbert space of dim H = n < ∞ and let {|1 , |2 , . . . , |n } be an orthonormal basis of H. Denote E ij = |i j|, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. The well known NCP positive map on B(H), that is, the transpose T → T t is an elementary operator
Another example of well known NCP positive map is the reduction map, which has the form
(E ii − E jj ). Next we give another kind of NCP positive linear maps. Proposition 5.1. Let H be a complex Hilbert space of 2 ≤ dim H = n < ∞ and let {|1 , |2 , . . . , |n } be an orthonormal basis of H. Denote E ij = |i j|, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Let
. . , t with t > 0 and s + t ≤ n. Assume that {A k , B l : k = 1, . . . , s; l = 1, . . . , t} is a linearly independent set. Let ∆ : B(H) → B(H) be the linear map defined by
Proof. It is clear that ∆ defined in Eq.(5.1) is not completely positive since B j is linearly independent to {A k , E ij :
Identify H with C n . For any |ψ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ n ) T ∈ C n , consider the rank-one positive matrix |ψ ψ| = (ξ iξj ). By Eqs.(5.2) and (5.3) we have
So it suffices to show that C ψ ≥ 0.
To do this, denote c i = |ξ i |. Then, by the assumption of |f ij | ≤ 1 for i = j, we have f ij ξ iξj = c i c j v ij with |v ij | ≤ 1, and
Therefore, C ψ ≥ 0. We have proved that ∆(|ψ ψ|) ≥ 0 holds for all rank-one positive matrices |ψ ψ|. It follows that ∆ is a positive linear map, as desired.
The next result gives a NCP positive maps on 3 × 3 matrices.
for all A, where So, we need only check that, if
is positive, and this suffices to show that det(D) ≥ 0. As D ≥ 0, we have
Also, there are numbers t, s, r ∈ C with |t| ≤ 1, |s| ≤ 1 and |r| ≤ 1 such that c = √ abt, e = √ bds and f = √ adr. Thus
The map Γ is also an example that is indecomposable. Recall that a positive elementary operator decomposable if it has the form ∆ 1 + ∆ t 2 for some completely positive elementary operators ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 . Now, for any positive numbers a, b with ab ≥ 1, let ρ ∈ S(C 3 ⊗ C 3 ) be 
where a = 1. ρ is a PPT state since ρ is symmetric under partial transpose. However,
is not positive. Indeed, the vector (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1) t is an eigenvector of (I 3 ⊗ Γ)(ρ 0 ) with eigenvalue a − 1, which is negative for a < 1. This ensures the inseparability of the PPT state ρ. Consequently, Γ is indecomposable. In the case a > 1, inseparability of ρ can't be detected by the map Γ. Let Γ ′ be a linear map defined by
for all A, where By a simple calculation, we get that (I 3 ⊗ Γ ′ )(ρ 0 ) has a negative eigenvalue b − 1 whenever b < 1. Namely, ρ is detected by the NCP positive map Γ ′ . Finally, we illustrate that the positive map Γ (as well as Γ ′ ) can detect some entangled states that cannot be detected by the realignment criterion. To see this let 
Then ρ 1 is a PPT state. The realignment matrix of ρ 1 is 
By computation, we have that the trace norm ρ R Thus (I 3 ⊗ Γ)(ρ 1 ) has a negative eigenvalue and hence is not positive. This reveals that ρ 1 is entangled, however cannot be detected by the realignment criterion.
Conclusion
Let H and K be complex Hilbert spaces of any dimension. The well known positive map criterion of separability for finite dimensional quantum systems has been generalized to infinite dimensional quantum systems by Stømer recently which asserts that a state ρ on . Therefore, for elementary operators, the question when positivity ensures complete positivity may be reduced to the question when contractive locally linear combination implies linear combination. This connection allows us to look more deeply into the relationship and the difference between positivity and complete positivity, and obtain some simple criteria to check whether a positive elementary operator is completely positive or not. This is important especially when we construct positive maps and apply them to recognize entanglement.
Above characterization of positive maps allows us to get a concrete representation of quantum channels for infinite dimensional systems that is similar to finite dimensional case. Every Quantum channel E has the form of E(ρ) = 
